moved to amend as follows:

1. In line 11 of the title, delete "165.01, 165.03,"
2. In line 16 of the title, delete "715.82,"
3. In line 230, delete "165.01, 165.03,"
4. In line 233, delete "715.82,"
5. Delete lines 8965 through 9144
6. Delete lines 12639 through 12654
7. In line 82820, delete "165.01, 165.03,"
8. In line 82824, delete "715.82,"
9. The motion was ______ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

Industrial development bonds

R.C. 165.01, 165.03, and 715.82

Removes a Senate-added provision that does the following:

Authorizes a township to issue industrial development bonds.

Eliminates the requirement that a county or municipal corporation designate a community improvement corporation as its agency for industrial, commercial, distribution, and research development before the county or municipal corporation may issue industrial development bonds.